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Qualitative and quantitative data analysis for small non-profit community organisations providing human services.

This unobtrusiveness is particularly valuable in situations in which direct methods of inquiry might yield
biased responses. In its most common form it is a technique that allows a researcher to take qualitative data
and to transform it into quantitative data numerical data. Michael the prince stands up for the people -- the
certainty of a future resurrection proclaimed -- two angels appear on the banks of the river -- the Prophet
inquires concerning the timing of these events -- the time, times, and a half -- the closing and sealing of the
words till the time of the end -- the abomination of desolation set up -- the days -- the days -- the angel's
command to stand in thy lot at the end of the days -- these periods said to be completed at the first advent of
Christ and the early history of the Gospel dispensation, including the destruction of Jerusalem and the
persecutions of the Church under the heathen Emperors of Rome, -- about B. Studies with reported reliabilities
of less than 80 percent should be treated with suspicion. Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley. Manifest
content in an artifact of social communication refers to elements that are physically present and can be counted
accurately Taylor,  Construct validity emphasize the quality of the psychological construct to be measured as
well as the evaluation that there is a particular construct can lead to a good performance in the measurement.
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Content Analysis Content analysis is a guide consisting of coded documents of transcripts, newspapers,
speech, and films that is used in order to study the counts of word-phrase clusters for the purpose of
conducting qualitative statistical analysis. Lacy, S. These steps are also performed as a test of validity and
reliability. Western Journal of Nursing Research, 31, â€” In addition, the last one researcher set on objectivity
index that the multiple measures used to examine objectivity point to the need for an overall assessment.
Journal of Marketing, 47 1 ,  Three approaches to qualitative content analysis. Categories should be mutually
exclusive and exhaustive. Holbrook, Morris B. Audio Visual Communication Review, 4 2 ,  These four
sources of knowledge may have to be used in validating any analytical procedures namely 1 knowledge from
past successes with similar constructs or situation, 2 representative interpreters and experts, 3 established
theories of dependency among the data, and 4 experiences with the context of the data. Tinsley and Weiss note
that the more specific term for the type of consistency required in content analysis is intercoder or interrater
agreement. The basic rules for the development of the coding scheme known as the coding frame for
quantitative data are that the codes must be mutually exclusive, coding formats for each item must be
comprehensive and the codes must be applied consistently. Explanatory research is defined as a research
design where the main emphasis is on determining a cause and effect relationship. Longitudinal design can be
further classified into three subtypes: trend study, cohort study, and panel study.


